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TRANSFORMATION OF m-DIMENSIONAL LEBESGUE 
INTEGRALS 
JAN МАЙ1К, Prague. 
(Received September 21, 1955.) 
A substitution theorem is proved for arbitrary miappings with 
continuous derivatives of the first order. 
Lemma 1. Let К be an m-dimensional cube (i. e. a cartesian product of m closed 
intervals of equal finite and positive length). Let F be a function, which is defined 
on the family of all cubes I C_ К and let F have the following property: If I^, ..., 
n n 
In, I are cubes and \J I^ = I С K, then ^ ^(^г) à ^ ( ^ ) - ^^^ s be a positive 
г = 1 г = 1 
number. Suppose that for every point b e К there exists a neighbourhood U of b 
such that for every cube I, where b e I Q К ViU, we have F {I) ^ 8/л{1).^) Then 
F(K) £ 8iu{K). 
Proof. Let F(K) be greater than epi{K). We divide К in an obvious way 
into 2'^ = r smaller cubes J^, ..., I^, The relations sju{Ii) ^ ^(Л) (*' = I, ---, r) 
would imply 8iu{K) = 2 sju^^) ^ 2 ^(^г) ^ F{K); it follows that г/г(/,) < 
i 1 г = 1 
< F{Ii) for some i. We put / , = K^. In a similar way we find a cube K^ С K^ 
00 
such that sii{Kç^) < F(K2) and so on. Let 6 e П Kn- Ву assumption, F(Kn) £ 
n = 1 
^ sfi(Kn) for some n; we arrive at a contradiction. 
Definition. We say that a mapping cp of an open set G С E^^) into E^ is of the 
class Ci, if cp{x) = [(pi{x), ..., q)^(x)], where the functions (p^, ..., (p^ have conti­
nuous derivatives of the first order in G. We denote by D(p{x) the functional deter­
minant of (p in the point x e G, 
emma 2. Let (p be a mapping of the class O^ of the open set G С E^^ into E,^^. 
Suppose that b e G and D(p{b) ^ 0. Let г > 0. Then there exists a neighbourhood 
Ü of b such that 1л{(р{К)) ^ е[л{К)'^) for every cube К, where b e К С U. 
1) /jt is the m-dimensional Lebesgue measure (volume). 
2) E^,^ is the w-dimensional euclidean space. 
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Proof. Suppose, for instance, that the m-th row of the matrix 
еад be expressed as a linear combination of the other rows, i. e. 
ОчЮъ 
"^'\^ïi^ (Je 
г -̂  1 
2 1 , . . . , f/l) . к 
lîy € E^, y == [2/i, ..., «/J, we put 
m -1 
H2/) — [Уг^ • • M Ут-1у У m ' 2^ '^гУг} -
г==1 
Then I is а linear mapping, Dl{y) = 1; let y)(x) = l((p(^)) (x e G), We have 
/л{А) = ibi(l{A)) for every measurable set J., therefore ibt{(p{A)) = iu{l{(p(Ä))) = 
= fi{ip{A)) for every compact set A e.G. Let K^ be a cube with center 6, 
JLI С G. There exists a finite positive constant С such that dx^ < Ofor 
every x € K^ and for all i, j . But 
dXjc 
0 for all k; consequently, there 
exists a cube K» С ^ i with center b such that 
dxj. 
e 
(2m)^* . (7* -̂1 
for every a: € K^ and all jfc. Now let iT be a cube such that b e К С K^ and let x 
be an arbitrary point of K. The segment with the end-points 6, x contains 
points ĉ *) such that 
yjiix) — ipiib) 
3 == 1 9a:.-
.{xj — bj) 
(i ="l^ . . . , m) 
(where [x^, ..., Xn 
=^ jbi{K), we have 
? I 1 ' • • • J 0 w 6). Since a: bj ^ >̂ , where т̂  m 
fi(x) — y^i{b)\ ^ mCf] (i = 1, . . . , w — 1) , 
fmi^) — Wm{b) I ̂  Ш 
S 
{2mY' . O^^-i 
Consequently, the set ip{K) is contained in an m-dimensional interval of the 
volume 
( 2mOrj ) m—l 2m 8 {2ту . C"^-^ f] = STj 
m 
I t follows t h a t fi{w{K)) ^ ^V^ = sibt(K), which completes the proof. 
Lemma Z. Let (p be a mapping of the class C^ of the open set G с Em intoE^, 
Let В = Elx; D(p{x) = 0]. Then ßicpiB)) = 0. 
Proof. First of all, let J. be a compact subset of G and D(p{x) = 0 for 
1 
every X € A. Let the cube К contain the set J!. If / is a cube, I С K, put F (I) = 
n 
== fji{(p{A П /)) . If / j , ..., /^„ / are cubes, U /г = / С К, then 
г =1 
n n 
и An 1.=: An I, и ç'i^ n /,.) = (p(A n / ) , 
i 1 г - 1 
whence 
n n 
г 1 г - 1 
Let 6 > 0,Ь € K.lfb non e J^, we have F(I) = 0 < sfi(I) for every sufficiently 
small cube / , where b € I С К. Let now b e A. I t follows from lempia 2 that 
there exists a neighbourhood U of the point b such that i^i{(p{I)) ^ e/i(/) for 
every cube / , Avhere belcU.lîIhd^ cube such that b € I С К d U, we have 
therefore 
F(I) = fi{(p{A n /)) <L fi((p(I)) ^ 841(1) . 
By lemma 1, [л{(р{А)) = iLi((p{A n K)) = F{K) ^ е/ы{К); s being an arbitrary 
positive number, we obtain iLi{(p{A)) = 0. 
00 a:) 
Let now #1, F2, . . . be compact, G = U F,^. Then В = U (B П F^), Since 
n 1 n = 1 
the sets Б n F^ are closed in G, they are closed in F^l hence they are compact. 
00 
I t follows fi((p(B n F„)) = 0 for n = 1, 2, ..., 0 ^ иЫЩ £ 2 '"(^('^ ^ -^«)) = 
n = 1 
^ 0, which proves this lemma. 
Definition. Let N be an arbitrary set of indices; let an be a non-negative number 
for every n e N. We put ^ctn =" sup ^ ^m "^here F is a finite subset of N. 
neN F neF 
If a^ are real numbers {n e N) and if at least one of the values 
2(^^)+ ' 2 (^n) 
neN neN 
is finite, we put 
a^) 
neN neN -neN 
and say that the sum У a^ exists. 
neN 
Theorem. Let G be open in E^. Let (p be a mapping of the class C^ of G into 
E^. Let f be a function on G such that the Lebesgue integral 
I = f \D(p(t)\ f(t) dt 
3 ) Ъ^ = max(b, 0), Ь_ = max(— Ь, 0). 
exists. If X e (p{G), let N(x) be the set of all t e G such that (p(t) = x. Then the sum 
д^(х) = У f(t) exists for almost all x e (p{G) and 
teNix) 
f gf(x) dx = I . 
Proof . I. First, suppose that D(p(t) 4= 0 for every t e G. If t^ e G, there 
exists a bounded open neighbourhood U of t^ {Ü с G) such that (p{ti) 4= (p(t2) 
for ^1, t^ € U, ti Ф t^. For X € (p{U) put yj{x) = t, Avhere (p(t) = x, t € U. Let / be 
a bounded measurable function on G such that f(t) = 0 for t non e U. Let g be 
a function on (p{G), which is defined as follows: g{x) = f{ip{x)) for x e (p(U), 
g(x) = 0 otherwise. Evidently g{x) = ^ /(0 = ЯА^) for every x e (p(G); if 
t eU, we have f(t) = g{(p{t)). Since ^\D(p{t)\ g(cp{t)) dt = f g(x) dx (see J a r n i k , 
?> 9 ( f 7 ) 
Integralni pocet I I , p . 219, theorem 103), we have 
l\B(p(t)\ f{t) dt = f\D(p{t)\ g((p{t)) dt = f g{x) dx = J g,(x) dx . 
Now let К be a compact subset of G. For every v € К there exists a neigh­
bourhood U^ with the following property : If / is a bounded measurable function 
on G such that f{t) = 0 for t non e U^, then 
àt = f gf(x)dx . (1) 
G qiG) 
ere exist v^, . . . , v.^ such that К с f^\^,V '--^ ^v^- Let Vi = L\,. — U U,,. 
3<г 
= 1, . . . , n). Let / be a bounded and measurable function on G such that 
= 0 for t e G — К. Let fi{t) = f{t) for t e F,;, fj{t) = 0 otherwise (i = l^ ...,n). 
Then the relations 
/ \D<p(t)\fi(t)dt = lgrP)dx (2) 
n n 
i = 1, ..., n. Evidently У fi ^= f, ^ Яг^ = gf- If we add the equalities 
i - 1 i 1 
(2), we obtain a relation of the form (1). 
\ Let now / be an arbitrary non-negative measurable function on G. There 
exist compact sets Kn С G and bounded non-negative measurable functions 
rXj 
fn such that fn{t) = 0 ÎOY t eG — K,, and / = У /„. Adding the relations (2) 
n = 1 
г = 1, 2, .. . , we obtain (1) again. If (\Dw{t)\ fit) dt < oo, then g^^) < oo 
n 
almost everywhere in (p{G). If/ is an arbitrary function on G such that j \D(p{t)\ . 
(ж 
. f(t) dt exists, we apply the proved results to the functions (/(0)+ ^^^ (/(0)--
Thus the theorem is proved for the case D(p(t) Ф 0 on G. 
I I . Let now (p be an arbitrary mapping of the class Cil let the integral 
J\D(p{t)\ f{t) dt exist. Let ö i be the set of all t с G, where D(p(t) Ф 0; let Л\(х) 
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be the set of all t e G^, where (p(t) = x{x e (p{G{)). By the part I of our proof, 
the sum Çf {x) = ^ f{t) exists for almost all x e q){G^) and 
\D(p{t)\ f{t) dt = f gf\x) dx . 
Put Z = (p{B), where Б = G - G^. Evidently N{x) = N^{x) for every x с 
€ (p{G) -— Z and 
cp{G) - Z c cp{G^) с (p{G) . 
By lemma 3, fx{Z) = 0, whence / g^f\x) dx = f gf{x) dx. Thus we obtain 
j\D(p{t)\ fit) dt = f\D(p{t)\ f{t) dt = f gf\x) dx = f g^{x) dx , 
which proves the theorem. 
Резюме 
ПРЕОБРАЗОВАНИЯ m-МЕРНЫХ ИНТЕГРАЛОВ ЛЕБЕГА 
ЯН МАРЖИК (JAN М А М К ) , Прага. 
(Поступило в редакцию 21/IX 1955 г.) 
Теорема. Пусть (р — отобрамсение открытого мноэФсества G С Е^ в Е^] 
пусть отобра:жение (р имеет непрерывные производные 1-ого порядка. 
Пусть D(p{t) — функциональный определитель отобрад4€ения (р в точке 
t € G. Пусть f — функция на множестве G такая, что существует интеграл 
I = ft(t) \D(p(t)\dt. 
G 
Тогда для почти всех х с (p{G) имеет смысл сумма д{х) = ^ /(^) ^ 
I = j д[х) dx , 
HG) 
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